
Bow Tie Photography 
 

Our senior sessions allow you to pick and choose exactly what you want, exactly how you'd 

like it!  Choose a Quick Pick package for great, hassle-free pricing, or customize your senior package 

based on our unit prices.  Choose as many or as few poses as you like; change your outfits from 

traditional to wild; bring a friend to share the fun... the choices you have are unlimited! 

Bow Tie Photography gives you the options of black & whites, sepia tones, and touch-ups all 

at no additional charge.  Shooting all-digitally allows us to offer you many kinds of text and photo 

effects.  Just ask if you're interested!  We provide online proofs so that your family and friends can 

weigh in with their favorite poses too.  And we offer you more proofs to choose from than many other 

photographers. 

With the purchase of a Quick Pick package, you will also receive a FREE black wing folio 

complete with eight of your favorite poses.  Some places charge up to $85.00 for this alone! 

Compare prices, packages, and pictures...  We think you'll find we're one of the best values 

around! 

 

Senior sessions: 

$50/hour includes  $25/half hour includes 

4 outfits   2 outfits 

3 locations   1 location 

1 friend    per half hour 

per hour 

 

 

 

Quick Pick 1 - $89  Quick Pick 2 - $149  Quick Pick 3 - $229 

24 wallets   36 wallets   64 wallets 

4 4x6    8 4x6    10 4x6 

4 5x7    6 5x7    8 5x7 

2 8x10    4 8x10    4 8x10 

        1 11x14 

 

Unit Pricing 

Units - get what you want; don't pay for what you don't need! 

A unit costs $12.00, minimum of 5 units, and as many poses as you like. 

 

Our units are measured like this: 

1 8x10 is a unit. 

2 5x7's are a unit. 

4 4x6's are a unit. 

8 wallets are a unit. 

 

Use 2 units to purchase an 11x14 print. 

Use 4 units to purchase a 16x20 print. 


